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The Catalogue of Member Strategies is brought to you by 
Membership Management Consulting (MMC). We provide 
effective tools and critical membership management services to help 
non-profits build successful membership programs. We lend our 
expertise to help you enhance multiple areas within membership 
development. Our efforts have led to phenomenal membership 
growth inside organizations! Let us help you enhance the 
effectiveness of your membership program to provide true value to 
your members, keep them satisfied and coming back for more! 

Visit us at www.memmanconsulting.com 
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About the Author 
 

Kenjie Davis is a dedicated 
Associations Management 
Professional with over 10 years of 
experience helping organizations 
construct successful membership 
programs. His unique 
background exclusively positions 
him to effectively serve 
organizations in the non-profit 
space. Trained as an engineer and 
fueled by service, he employs 

amazing creativity, a superb technical acumen and outstanding 
analytical abilities to membership development. His journey in 
membership development began in 2007, when he began working 
for the National Society of Black Engineers. He led the organization 
to phenomenal growth during his tenure, doubling the membership 
from 15,000 to over 30,000 and increasing its Lifetime Member 
annual signups by 150%. He now employs the strategies he’s 
learned over his career to help non-profits build successful 
membership programs. 
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Introduction 
The Catalogue of Member Strategies provides you with successful 
strategies to enhance your members’ experience. We provide 
strategies in four areas of membership development: Recruitment, 
Engagement, Retention, Communication. 

Each volume provides you with a powerful strategy in each area. 
Included in this volume are the following strategies: 

• Recruitment - Streamline Your Application 
• Engagement - Engage Members in Internal Projects 
• Retention - Multi-Term Memberships 
• Communication - Personalize Your Messages   

 

Utilizing these strategies will help enhance each area of your 
membership program and set you up for success! Try to implement 
at least one strategy to see what it can do for you. Contact MMC at 
kdavis@memmanconsulting.com for help with the strategies. 

 

Enjoy! 

 

 

 

 

mailto:kdavis@memmanconsulting.com
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Streamline Your Application 
Your application should never be a deterrent for membership. With 
that said, here are some things to look out for that can deter 
individuals from completing your application. 

Long Applications – applications can be too long in many ways: 
too many questions, too many steps (pages), too much scrolling. 
Here are some ways to address these issues. 

• Too many questions  
o Ask “How important is each field that you collect?” Weigh their 

importance, then consider getting rid of those that weigh the 
least 

o Consolidate some fields if you can 
o If you can calculate a field instead of capturing it on your 

application, consider doing so. (ex. age can be calculated from 
birthdate) 

• Too many pages 
o Please see Flow of Application Below 

• Too much scrolling 
o Instead of placing each question on a separate line and  

extending your application downward, take advantage of the    
negative space on your application and place some questions  
on the same line. See example below. 
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Too invasive – If you wouldn’t answer the question if you were filling 
out the application because it’s too invasive, then your prospects 
definitely won’t. Ask yourself, “Why do we need to collect this field?” 
If the need to collect the field doesn’t outweigh its invasiveness, then 
the field should seriously be considered for removal.  

Flow of Application – an ideal member application has no more 
than 3 pages. 

1. Contact Information – Collecting the contact information first 
gives you the best ability to at gather a prospect’s contact info 
(if your application system saves this information) in case 
there is a problem with completing the application. A good 
application system will also allow individuals to restart the 
application process where they left off. 

2. Member Fields – Here is where an individual will choose 
his/her membership type and provide membership specific 
information 

3. Payment – Individual submits payment, process complete! 

Technology – Your technology can help you understand where 
some of the pain points in your application may lie. If your 
application software saves incomplete applications, you can monitor 
these to see how far individuals are getting in the process. If you 
notice a point where applicants frequently stop, then you have a 
point that needs to be addressed. 

In conclusion, the application experience should be seamless. A 
prospect should never hesitate to answer a question, or end an 
application because of its contents. It is a good practice to review 
your membership application annually or biannually. 
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Engage Members in Internal Projects 
A magnificent area where you can engage your members is with the 
projects that your staff and leadership work on for the organization. 
This could be any project from creating a marketing campaign, to 
developing a new program, to finding a new Association 
Management System. Your internal projects present an excellent 
opportunity to enhance the organization overall along with providing 
another avenue to engage members. 

When you include your members in internal projects, you get critical 
feedback from the benefactors early and can cater the development 
of the project on the front-end vs. on the back-end where it may be 
too late to make adjustments. You also get buy-in and a greater 
sense of ownership from your stakeholders and can promote the 
member-centricity of the project, which will lead to a more positive 
outlook on the project and acceptance by the membership.  

Here’s how to engage members in internal projects.  

• Make a policy within the organization that with every major 
internal project, you must establish a volunteer board of 
members to provide feedback on the project.  

• Reach out to 7x as many individuals that you want to serve on 
this board (if you want 10 individuals, reach out to 70). Try to 
make your list as representative as possible to the 
demographics that the project will affect.  
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• Outline the type of commitment that you need from the 

individuals. This will allow them to decide if they are able to 
provide the commitment and will weed out those who cannot. 
The most effective program is one that is periodic and gives 
the members ample time to respond to your requests. (ex. you 
request their feedback on the project every 2 weeks on 
Wednesday and give them until Friday to respond.) 

• When the project is over, celebrate/thank/reward those 
individuals that helped make it a success! 

 

As workers and leaders in non-profits, we typically don’t include our 
membership on internal projects, however, those projects see 
greater success when we take that extra step to do so. Your 
members will greatly appreciate your willingness to include them in 
the decisions that affect them and you will open up great 
opportunities to keep your members engaged. 
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Multi-Term Memberships 
Multi-term memberships are a great way to increase retention 
proactively. Here’s how: Providing multi-term membership options 
give individuals the option to sign up with your organization for 
longer than the standard term. The beauty of the options is that they 
are automatically retained throughout the extended term! 

Imagine that you are an organization that has to physically run 
renewal campaigns. When you have multi-term membership options, 
the number of renewal campaigns that you have to process is 
reduced by the number of members signed up for multiple terms, 
saving you time and money. Moreover, the retention rate of the 
multi-term members is 100%!  

Say you run a renewal campaign for 1000 members that yields 600 
renewals. That’s a 60% renewal rate. Now let’s say you seek to run 
the same campaign on another 1000 members, but 200 of them are 
multi-term members. First, you will only need to run the campaign for 
800 individuals at this point. If you yield the same renewal rate, then 
your true renewal rate will be 

200 x 100% + 800 x 60% = 680/1000  68%  

Setting up Multi-Term Memberships – The first step to setting up 
multi-term memberships is to determine what the organization’s 
constitution and by-laws allow you to do, and the process to follow to 
get the ‘OK’ to change your dues structure. You may have to present 
to your leadership the benefits of multi-term membership. MMC can 
help you put together a presentation on the benefits if needed. Next, 
your technology has to accommodate extended term options. Check 
with your AMS or MMS provider to see what options are available.  
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Once you overcome these obstacles, you can proceed with 
establishing your multi-term memberships. 

No more than 3 extended term options are suggested to keep it 
simple for your members. One way to make these memberships 
more enticing is to set them at a discount. You make up the 
difference by eliminating the cost of running your renewal process 
and by investing the future funds now (many organizations break up 
the cost over the various terms and don’t “realize” the revenue until 
the year of that membership, allow them the invest the future funds.)  
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Personalize Your Messages   
How likely are you to open and read an email that has your name in 
it? According to Experian Marketing Services’ 2013 Email Marketing 
Study, personalized emails have the potential to produce up to 29 
percent higher unique open rates and 41 percent higher unique click 
rates. In their study, they found that personalized promotional emails 
lifted transaction rates and revenue per email six times higher than 
non-personalized emails. Personalization in your messages is a very 
powerful tool that can yield some great results! 

The most common place that personalization is used is within 
email/mail marketing campaigns. Your initial message to an 
individual once he/she becomes a member is a great place to use 
personalization because it establishes their individuality while 
making your relationship more personable. If your website/CMS 
allows it, you should also personalize your web pages to draw more 
attention to the calls to action on your website.  

The most common use of message personalization is with an 
individual’s name. According to Kevin Gao, CEO & Founder of 
Comm100, you should never use an individual’s last name as 
studies show that this is one step over the line of what people are 
comfortable seeing being used, so only use the first name. Other 
captured information can be used as well to help point individuals in 
the direction your need them to go. For example, instead of saying 
“your chapter” in a message, you can list their chapter’s actual name 
and possibly a link (if your technology is that good) so that the 
individual can go directly to the chapter’s page and find information 
on local activities. 

 

https://marketingland.com/mobile-email-opens-hit-50-ipad-drives-most-mobile-email-transactions-report-58229
http://press.experian.com/United-States/Press-Release/experian-marketing-services-study-finds-personalized-emails-generate-six.aspx
http://press.experian.com/United-States/Press-Release/experian-marketing-services-study-finds-personalized-emails-generate-six.aspx
https://plus.google.com/115788100007578697276?rel=author
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To personalize your messages, use the Merge/Mail Merge tool in 
your software programs. Many programs like Microsoft Word and 
other word processors, mailing & email services, as well as some 
AMS’s, MMS’s, CRM’s and CMS’s have this functionality. Check 
with your service providers to learn more about this tool or contact 
MMC for help. 
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Closing 
Thanks for checking out volume 1 of Catalogue of Membership 
Strategies, our series of books where we share membership 
strategies that have yielded fantastic results for organizations. We 
hope that you find this read informative and inspiring. Try to 
implement at least one strategy to see what it can do for you. 
Contact MMC for help with the strategies. 

 

 

www.memmanconsulting.com 

kdavis@memmanconsulting.com 

404-840-3254 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.memmanconsulting.com/
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